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S.E. (Computer) (First Semester) EXAMINATION, 2011

DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHM

(2008 PATTERN)

Time : Three Hours Maximum Marks : 100

N.B. :— (i) Answer three questions from Section I and three questions

from Section II.

(ii) Answers to the two Sections should be written in separate

answer-books.

(iii) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

(iv) Assume suitable data, if necessary.

SECTION I

1. (a) Write a recursive function to display nth element in Fibonacci

series. With the help of stack contents give a trace of Fibonacci

function by you for n = 6. [6]

(b) Explain the following with example with respect to files

in ‘C’ : [10]

(1) Fread

(2) Fwrite

(3) Fseek

(4) Ftell

(5) Fopen.
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2. (a) What is the difference between text files and binary

files ? [6]

(b) Write ‘C’ function to reverse the ‘n’ numbers stored in one-

dimensional array. [5]

(c) What is recursive function ? Explain with one example. [5]

3. (a) Define algorithm. What are the characteristics of an

algorithm ? [6]

(b) What is the frequency count of the following : [6]

int fact (int n)

{

int ans = 1;

while (n ³ 1)

{

   ans = ans * n;

   n = n – 1;

}

return (ans);

}

Find out time complexity.

(c) Explain the following with example :

Linear-Non-linear data structures, static and dynamic data

structures. [4]
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4. (a) What is abstract data type ? Write an ADT for an

array. [6]

(b) Find the frequency count of each step in the following code

and find out time complexity : [6]

int i, j;

for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)

for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)

{

c[i][j] = a[i][j] + b[i][j];

}

(c) Explain Big ‘O’, Sigma (W) and Theta (q) notation with

example. [4]

5. (a) Write an ADT for polynomial. Write pseudocode for 2-polynomial

addition using arrays. Find out time complexity of it. [12]

(b) Derive the formula to calculate the address of the element

in one-dimensional and two-dimensional array using row major

representation. [6]
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6. (a) Explain the steps of fast transpose algorithm for getting the

transpose of sparse matrix having maximum ‘m’ rows and ‘n’

columns. What is the time complexity and space complexity

of it ? What are the advantages of fast transpose over simple

transpose ? [10]

(b) Write an ADT for sparse matrix. [4]

(c) What is row major and column major storage representation

methods of an array ? [4]

SECTION II

7. (a) Write pseudocode for searching an element in a given array

using linear search. What is the time complexity of linear

search in best case, average case and worst case ? Explain

with example. [8]

(b) Write a pseudocode for quicksort to sort a given array of

n numbers. Show the contents of an array after each iteration

for the following array :

57  50  79  100  59  40  20  10

What is worst case and average case time complexity of

quicksort ? [8]
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8. (a) Write an algorithm for shell sort. Apply your algorithm to

sort the following numbers in ascending order. Show the

contents of an array after every iteration :

59  14  66  1  74  22  41  36  54  64

What is time and space complexity of shell sort ? [8]

(b) Write pseudocode for Fibonacci search. Apply your algorithm

on the following data to search :

9  17  23  38  45  50  57  76  79  90  100

numbers : 9, 100, 10. [8]

9. (a) Explain Generalized Linked List (GLL) with node structure

in ‘C’. Represent the following using GLL :

(a, b, c, (d, (e, f, c)), g), h, i). [10]

(b) Write a function to create singly linked list which is sorted

while creation. [6]
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10. (a) Represent the following polynomial equation in Generalized

Linked List (GLL) :

10x4y10z3 + 4x7y10z3 + 5x7y10z3 + x3y10z2 + 8x3y10z2 + 8y10.

Also give the importance of the tag field in this

representation. [8]

(b) Write short note on garbage collection and compaction. [4]

(c) Write a function to display the singly linked list in reverse

without creating new. [4]

11. (a) Write a short note on Josephus problem. [4]

(b) Write an ADT for stack. [4]

(c) Convert the following infix expression into postfix expression

by showing the contents of stack for every iteration :

((A/B Ù C) + (D * E)) – (A * F)).

Evaluate the postfix expression obtained for A = 9,

B = 3, C = 2, D = 3, E = 17, F = 3. [10]
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12. (a) List any four applications of stack and explain any one

of them. [4]

(b) Explain the concept of multistack with example. [4]

(c) Convert the following postfix expression to infix and prefix

using stack. Show the contents of stack at every stage :

abcde ÙÙ * —

Evaluate given postfix expression for a = 50, b = 3, c = 4,

d = 2, e = 1. [10]


